NATIONAL EXAMINATION 2002/2003 MARKING SCHEME.

SECTION A : COMPREHENSION AND VOCABULARY : 20mks

Part 1 : Comprehension.

1 = C : The permanent chairs of man in society

2 = The Author doesn’t agree with Jean – Jacques Rouseau because according to him a man is not born free. At his birth a man is firmly tied to his mother through the umbilical cord. Hence forth( in future) he is an individual, who through-up bringing is prepared to play his full role as a member of society.

= a (man can not consider himself free even who he is punished.

= Because a man has a bundle of duties which .......... expected from him by society, as well as a bundle rights and privileges that the society owes him.

..........= d : He is linked to subjects or followers.

Part Two : Vocabulary

A : An African religious practice which links the dead with those living.

B : That which forms the bonds between the people, ether dead or not.

C : Break bonds that ties man to society

D : A difficult question as it implies many relationship.

A : is born to live in this world and nowhere else

SECTION B : GRAMMAR AND PHONOLOGY

Re-write the following sentences according to the questions given. Do not change the meanings of the original sentences.

......... would you be kind enough to tell me the meaning the last paragraph ?

...............................?

i) She spoke too fast for me to follow what she was saying

ii) Although Murenzi is in our team, his is not very good at playing football.

iii) No sooner had we entered the cinema hall than the lights went off.

iv) Alice was so worried that she didn’t make a good impression on her new employer.
12. Choose the best answer to complete the following:

a) I (took)

b) iii (basic)

c) ii (persuaded)

d) iv(to)

e) i(I'm sorry, dear !)

3. From the words suggested for you below this story, choose the most appropriate word to fill in each of the blank spaces.

) story

a) = were trapped b) = perished c) = spread
d) were taken

.........) Replace the underlined word(s) by the word or expression which is closest in meaning as used in each of the following sentences.

= b (turned up)

= d (usual)

= b (entered)

Part two: Phonology

Each group has one word which has different vowel sound.

Underline or write out that word

i) Skirt

ii) Purple

iii) Though

iv) Greet

v) Tub
SECTION C: NOVELS AND PLAYS.

Part One: Novels: Animals farm by George ORWELL.

15. A. There are Four types of animals

   - Old Major, house, Cows, sheep

b. 133 is the total number of those animals

16. C = A considerate, wise, thoughtful and old character

17. Their lives are miserable, laborious and short.

   Because they are exploited and made when word handly. They are forced to work to the last as tom of their strength and when they become old, they are slaughtered.

18. Old Major is not convinced about the order of nature because the life of animals is misery and slavery while the England land is not poor, it can decent life to those who dwell upon it. So the England is fertile, its climate and good, and the all animals should not live misery and slavery.

19. The ideal solution to their problems is to remove man from the scene. The benefit is simple. They will no longer continue to live in miserable condition, and their produce of their labour would not be stolen.

Part Two: Plays: Betrayal in the city by Francis IMBUGA.

20. Nina was speechless. She had no hope to overcome the problem they had in Jesus. Only Jesus is the one to put this day in your hand. When she came to the grave, she found that the dead body of his harmed.

21. Jere and Mulili were soldiers, Because they were sent by the government to stop burial ceremony.

22. The second burial cecemony or slaving ceremony while this ceremony people should cry, lamenting while in the song they are praising Jesus and trusting him.

23. Doga couldn't understand soldiers talking about the peace because it was the government who killed his son, so he was confused on hearing soldiers talk about the interest of peak.
24. People listening to Mulili's language immediately discovered that Mulili was uneducated person. The effect it does to the people is that Mulili was given a high ranked post while he was uneducated.

It gives us the picture of dictatorship.

SECTION D : POETRY AND SUMMARY.

25. First stanza : the poet's experience and he is disappointed.

   The second stanza : Heavy war

   THE Third stanza : Prostitution

   The Forth stanza : The poet believes in God

26. The poet is talking to the youth. Because the youth have no experience

27. He means a peaceful country which has ravaged by a terrible war.

   Even the last rat and the last bird banished. It means everything has been destroyed even veryone.

28. Eva. Seraphina was beautiful. No, because at the end of stanza 3 she became a harlot

29. C = The poet is a strong believer in spite of the contradictions he has observed in real life.

Part Two : Summary.